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1. Ablations with Joint Training
In the joint training experiment (Table 2, Row 8), we
use a weighing parameter (β) to combine the LSC and LCE
losses. We ablate on the choice of weight (β) used, and we
represent the overall loss in this experiment as:
Ljoint = βLSSC + (1 − β)LCE
We also find that the VQA-Accuracy and Consensus
Scores hit a sweet-spot at β = 0.5 and we use this configuration as our basline.
Model

β

CS(4)

VQA
val

1 MMT
0.25 52.97 66.14
2 MMT
0.50 53.63 66.23
3 MMT
0.75 48.53 61.34
4 MMT
0.90 40.68 51.03
5 MMT + ConClaT
53.99 66.98
Table A. Ablations on the choice of our hyper-parameter β for
joint training.

2. Joint and Pretrain-Finetune Training
As mentioned in Section 4.3 of the manuscript, we respectively provide the training schemes used to jointly optimize in Algorithm 1 and the scheme used to pretrainfinetune in Algorithm 2 with the LSSC and LCE losses.

3. Gradient Surgery of LSSC and LCE
To know whether the gradients of both the losses (LSSC
and LCE ) are aligned with each other during training, we
follow the gradient surgery setup of [8] for multi-task learning. During joint-training, we take the dot-products of gradients from both the losses and plot them to see how well
they are aligned i.e. whether the dot product is positive or
negative. In Figure A we plot the un-normalized dot product between the gradients corresponding to LCE and LSSC
losses. We find that except for initial few steps the gradients
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Algorithm 1 ConClaT with joint LSSC and LCE
input: steps N ; constant Nr , β; data Daug ; networks f, g
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N } do
# initialize batches
BSSC = CURATE(Nr , Daug , w); BCE ∼ Daug
# compute gradients separately
∇SSC = ∇ LSSC (f, g, BSSC ) · β
∇CE = ∇ LCE (f, g, BCE ) · (1 − β)
# joint update
update f (.), g(.) networks with ∇ = ∇CE + ∇SSC
return network f (.); throw away g(.)
Algorithm 2 ConClaT with pre-train LSSC and fine-tune
LCE
input: steps Np , Nf ; data Daug ; networks f, g
# pretrain with SSCL
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , Np } do
B = CURATE(Nr , Daug , w)
update f (.), g(.) networks to minimize LSSC over B
# finetune with CE
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , Nf } do
B ∼ Daug
update f (.) network to minimize LCE over B
return network f (.); throw away g(.)

of both the losses are aligned (dot product is positive) and
thus the updates are complementary with respect to each
other.

4. Training
Hyperparameters. All the models have ∼100M trainable parameters. We train our models using Adam optimizer [3] with a linear warmup and with a learning rate
of 1e-4 and a staircase learning rate schedule, where we
multiply the learning rate by 0.2 at 10.6K and at 15K iterations. We train for 5 epochs of augmented train dataset
Daug on 4 NVIDIA Titan XP GPUs and use a batch-size of
420 when using LSSC and LCE both and 210 otherwise. We
use PyTorch [4] for all the experiments. Hyperparameters

Table B. Hyperparameter choices for models.
#

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25

Hyperparameters

Value

#

Maximum question tokens
23
LCE :LSSC iterations ratio
3:1
Embedding size
768
Multimodal layer intermediate size
3072
Negative type weights (w)
(0.25, 0.25, 0.5)
Similarity Threshold ()
0.95
Batch size
210/420
Warm-up learning rate factor
0.1
Vocabulary size
3129
Number of epochs
5/20
Learning rate decay steps
10665, 14931
Projection Dimension (Rdz )
128
Nce
4

Figure A. Gradient Alignment between the LSSC and LCE losses.
The dot-product is positive indicating that the gradients from the
two losses are aligned.

are summarized in Table B.

5. Frequently Asked Questions
Why use different sampling rates for different negative
types? The different types of negatives – same-imagedifferent-question (img) and same-question-differentimage (que) – encourages the model to be sensitive to
both modalities. We use different sampling weights to
emphasize more on these two types of negatives over the
ones which just have different answers. We obtain the
weights (Table B, Row 9) through hyper-parameter tuning
on the validation set.
Why should questions dealing with different concepts
but same answer (e.g., questions in Fig 2b, “Is the dog
atop a sofa?” and “Is there broccoli in the picture?”)
have similar representations? We clarify that we do

2
4
6
8
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12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26

Hyperparameters

Value

Maximum object tokens
101
Number of TextBert layers
3
Number of Multimodal layers
6
Number of attention heads
12
Multimodal layer dropout
0.1
Optimizer
Adam
Base Learning rate
2e-4
Warm-up iterations
4266
Gradient clipping (L-2 Norm) 0.25
Learning rate decay
0.2
Number of iterations
25000
Scaling Factor (s)
20
Nr
70

not impose any supervision at the level of MMT layers
but only at the penultimate layer before answer prediction.
Hence, the model is able to perform different reasoning
steps (needed to process entirely different visual/textual inputs) for arriving at the same final answer.
Comparison of parameters, model size, training and inference time of ConClaT with baseline. Baseline (VQA
model trained with augmented data) and ConClaT architectures are identical during inference and both have ∼135M
parameters. An additional projection head (4M params) is
used in ConClaT training for contrastive learning, which is
discarded after training. Our model checkpoint consumes
1.5 GB of memory. Both ConClaT and baseline are trained
for 25K iterations and takes roughly the same amount of
time – 18 hours of wall-clock time on 4 TitanX GPUs. We
do not find a significant difference in training times of ConClaT and the baseline. Evaluation times on the VQA test-set
(443,757 samples) are also identical – nearly 10 minutes of
wall-clock time for both ConClaT and baseline.
Joint training vs alternate training, which one is better?
As evident from supplementary Table A, joint training is
very sensitive to the weight hyperparameter (β). We hypothesize that this prevents joint-training from being as effective as ConClaT and so, we suggest alternate training as
a better choice.
How was Nce (= 4) chosen in ConClaT? We found similar
performance with Nce = 2, 3, 4. We use Nce = 4 for faster
training.
Does ConClaT improve using any dynamic word embeddings, such as ELMo/BERT? Similar to ELMo, our
method already encodes questions using contextual word
embeddings from a pretrained BERT model. Tempted by
the question, we trained a variant of ConClaT with a randomly initialized BERT model. We find that gains from
ConClaT are more significant (+2.53% vs +1.53% from the

paper) for CS(4) under this setting.

6. Augmented Data
Back-translation: We use 88 different MarianNMT [1]
Back-translation model pairs released by Hugging Face [7]
to generate question paraphrases. We use SentenceBERT [5] to filter out paraphrases that cosine similarity of
≥ 0.95 with the original question and choose three unique
paraphrases randomly from the filtered set. After filtering
duplicates we end up with 2.89 paraphrases per original
question on average.
VQG: We use the VQG model introduced by previous
work [6] that takes as input the image and answer to generate a paraphrased question. We input the VQG module
with 88 random noise vectors to keep the generation comparable with Back-translation approach. For filtering, we
use the gating mechanism used by the authors and sentence
similarity score of ≥ 0.85 and keep a maximum of 3 unique
rephrasings for each question. Since, VQG produces fewer
unique rephrasings per question than Back-translation, we
used a lower similarity threshold. After filtering duplicates
we end up with only 0.96 paraphrases per original question
on average, far fewer than Back-translation. Qualitatively,
we find the VQG paraphrases worse when compared against
Back-translated ones.
Evaluation: During training, we evaluate our models
using the Back-translated rephrasings on a subset of questions from validation set which do not overlap with VQARephrasings [6] dataset.
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7. Code and Result Files
We share the code for running the baseline and the best
experiments (Table 1, Rows 5, 9). Please find the released
code at: https://www.github.com/yashkant/concat-vqa

8. Full Ablations
For brevity and conciseness, we omitted CS(1) and
CS(2) scores in the main ablation table, we provide the
these scores in Table B.

9. Qualitative Samples
Figures B, C, D, E show many more qualitative samples
comparing the baseline and ConClaT. We visualize the data
generated via Back-translation and mined triplets in Figures F, G, H.
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Model

Loss(es)

1
2
3
4
5
6

MMT
MMT
MMT
MMT
MMT
MMT

LCE
LSSC & LCE
LSC & LCE
LSSC & LCE
LSSC & LCE
LSSC & LCE

3
3
3
3
3

R
RQ
RI
QI
RQI

7
8

MMT
MMT

LSC & LCE
LSSC & LCE

7
Dynamic

RQI
RQI

LSSC & LCE
LSSC → LCE [2]

3
7

RQI
RQI

9 MMT
10 MMT

Scaling N-Type

CS(1) CS(2) CS(3) CS(4)

VQA
val

Alternate
Alternate
Alternate
Alternate
Alternate

67.58
68.19
68.41
68.47
68.65
68.62

66.31
66.62
66.97
66.93
66.95
66.98

Alternate
Alternate

68.20 60.90 56.49 53.36 66.60
68.60 61.38 57.01 53.92 66.95

Train Scheme

60.04
60.92
61.24
61.28
61.40
61.42

55.53
56.53
56.88
56.91
57.00
57.08

52.36
53.42
53.77
53.79
53.90
53.99

Joint
67.75 60.79 56.59 53.63 66.23
Pretrain-Finetune 65.33 57.39 52.63 49.20 64.21

11 MMT LDMT [9] & LCE
7
RQI
Alternate
68.11 60.70 56.23 53.10 66.59
Table B. Ablations Study of ConClaT. Scaling denotes whether scaling factor α was used. N-Type defines the type of negatives used
from Image (I), Question (Q) and Random (R). All experiments are run with Back Translation data.

Figure B. Qualitative Examples. Predictions of ConClaT and MMT+CE baseline on several image-question pairs and their corresponding
rephrased questions. Average Consensus Scores (k=1-4) are also shown at the bottom (higher the better).

Figure C. Qualitative Examples. Predictions of ConClaT and MMT+CE baseline on several image-question pairs and their corresponding
rephrased questions. Average Consensus Scores (k=1-4) are also shown at the bottom (higher the better).

Figure D. Qualitative Examples. Predictions of ConClaT and MMT+CE baseline on several image-question pairs and their corresponding
rephrased questions. Average Consensus Scores (k=1-4) are also shown at the bottom (higher the better).

Figure E. Qualitative Examples. Predictions of ConClaT and MMT+CE baseline on several image-question pairs and their corresponding
rephrased questions. Average Consensus Scores (k=1-4) are also shown at the bottom (higher the better).

Reference Sample

Image Negative

Question Negative

Where is the dog laying?

What is the dog doing?

The dog's lying on a rug?

Where's the dog lay?

What's the dog doing?

Is the dog laying on a rug?

Where's the dog lying down?

What is a dog doing?

Is the dog lying on a rug?

Where's the dog lying?

What's that dog doing?

Is the dog lying on a carpet?

outside, street, yes, sidewalk,
ground

resting, lying down, laying down,
sleeping

yes

What are the men sitting on?

What are the ranks of the
military members?

What are men sitting on?

Image

Original Question

Back Translated Questions

Ground Truth Answers

Image

Original Question

What are these men sitting on?

Back Translated Questions

What are men sitting on?
What were these men sitting
on?

Ground Truth Answers

What are the ranks of military
members?
What are the ranks of the
military?
What is the rank of military
members?

What are the men sitting on?
What are these men sitting on?
What were these men sitting
on?

bench

low

bed

What's in the oven?

What storage is open?

What is in the oven?

What is in the oven?

What kind of storage is open?

What is there in the oven?

Which storage is open?

What is inside the oven?

What storage place is open?

What is the meaning of the
oven?

pot

oven

turkey

Image

Original Question

Back Translated Questions

Ground Truth Answers

What's in the oven?
What was in the oven?

Figure F. Visualizing the triplets of samples from VQA dataset with corresponding mined Image and Question Negatives.

Figure G. Visualizing the triplets of samples from VQA dataset with corresponding mined Image and Question Negatives.

Figure H. Visualizing the triplets of samples from VQA dataset with corresponding mined Image and Question Negatives.

